
 

In Cooperation with 

 

Information event about Asian people from different backgrounds in 

Vienna and about Asian lifestyles for the Viennese people 

The Department of Integration and Diversity of the City of Vienna, in cooperation with the 

China Language Institute, cordially invites you to an information event about Asian people 

from different backgrounds in Vienna. This event will take place on the 28th of September 

2023 in an administration building of the city Vienna and is part of the "Community 

Communicators" project. The aim of this event is to promote coexistence between Asian 
people in Vienna and those Viennese without experience of Asian migration. 

This event is aimed at both Asian people living in Vienna and other interested Viennese 

people and provides a platform for the two-way flow of information. 

 

The schedule of individual events is as follows: 

16:30-17:00:  registration 

17:00-17:10: Opening and welcome by the Community Communicator of the City of 
Vienna and the officer of the Department of Integration and Diversity 

17:10-18:00: Presentation by the Department of Integration and Diversity on the 

statistics, data, and other facts about Asian groups in Vienna 

18:00-18:25: Presentation about highlights of living in Vienna 

18:25-19:00: Presentation about China 

19:00-19:30: Presentation about Thailand 

19:30-20:00: Presentation about Korea 

20:00: After the presentations, a small tasting will be offered, where you can sample 

various culinary specialties from these countries. This offers another opportunity for 

networking and exchange between the participants. 

The event attaches great importance to promoting good and respectful coexistence in 

Vienna. The presentation of figures, data and facts by the Integration and Diversity 

department and the presentation about highlights of living in Vienna will give the 

participants an insight into the living environment of the Asian people in Vienna and the 

special points of interest in Vienna. At the same time, representatives of the Asian people 

from different backgrounds have the opportunities to share their perspectives and 
experiences, too. 

 



This unique networking and relationship building opportunity is offered between people 

with and without different migration histories in Vienna. An added advantage is that it 

will allow both the Viennese Asian people and the Viennese without Asian migration 

backgrounds to learn from each other and deepen their mutual understanding. 

We cordially invite you to take part in this information event and look forward to an 

exciting exchange and interesting discussions. Together we can further strengthen 
coexistence in Vienna and promote integration. 

 

 

  

 

  


